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Abstract—As intervened edges are difficult to be determined 
when intervention method is used for learning the causal 
relationships of probability model, an active learning 
method (Structural Intervention Learning of Sensitivity 
Analysis –SILSA Algorithm) is proposed. SILSA algorithm 
obtains original network structure based on k2 algorithm, 
then uses junction tree algorithm to decompose original 
networks structure and takes local intervention learning in 
every clique of junction tree, which can decrease the 
searching extension of intervened edges. Causal Bayesian 
networks can be learned by Edge-based Interventions when 
intervened edges are selected. In order to get appropriate 
intervened edge, sensitivity analysis is used to select the 
important edge in SILSA algorithm. The efficient of 
selecting intervened edge is improved. Experimental results 
show that the effectiveness and performance of SILSA 
algorithm are better than intervened edges with choosing 
randomly and passive learning method. 
 
Index Terms—causal relationship, sensitivity analysis, 
intervention learning, junction tree 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Causal Bayesian networks are extensions to Bayesian 
networks in the semantics, it uses a directed acyclic graph 
which represents the probability relations between 
variables and describes the uncertainty problem in the 
causal knowledge [1]. Causal relationship has an 
important role in the prediction and inference. Since 
causal relationships with other non-causal relationships 
are intertwined and easy to be intervened, which makes 
the learning of Causal Bayesian networks difficulty. 

During the past decade, people have proposed many 
methods for learning Bayesian network structure deal 
with observational data, such as the SEM algorithm [2] 

and K2 algorithm[3]. These learning methods can only 
learn the dependencies of probability. These methods 
cannot distinguish equivalent networks, so it is difficult 
to determine Causal Bayesian networks. These methods 
cannot learn the causality effectively. 

Observational data generally submits to the same 
distribution, and certain elements in the system subject to 
external disturbances and affect the data change of 
distribution. The change of the distribution data is a basis 
of the detection of causality, and the method of learning 
causal knowledge by intervention is called Intervention 
Learning (IL). In recent years, intervention learning is 
paid attention by researchers, such as, Cooper proposed a 
method of causal knowledge by combining observational 
data and interventional data, which intervened node is 
randomly selected[4]. Eaton first assumed that the 
interference node is known, then given a learning method 
that the interventional data using an instance of learning 
in each learning step[5]. Jianxin discussed local causal 
learning methods by intervention[6]. Kuehnert discussed 
learning methods of soft intervention[7]. 

The above situations are based on the intervention of 
node, and the choice of intervened node is still difficult. 
Intervention learning of Causal Bayesian networks can 
perform by Edge-based Interventions. The intervened 
edge is intervened nodes which are connected by the edge. 
However, the number of edges is much larger than the 
number of nodes in network, intervened edges are also 
difficult to select. In Edge-based Interventions, the 
conditional probability distribution of intervened edge 
has the sensitivity characteristics, we can select 
intervened edge by sensitivity analysis (SA) algorithm.  

SA algorithm studies sensitivity reaction of model 
conditional probability (or target probability), when 
parameters or evidence value come about a small changes. 
SA algorithm can be a quantitative analysis for the model 
parameter and the importance of structure, and has been 
widely applied in many areas such as medicine, civil 
engineering, computer science[ 8]. Sensitivity analysis in 
Bayesian networks, the researchers also did the related 
work [9]. They discovered that Bayesian networks is very 
sensitive to the accuracy of the parameter probability, and 
demonstrated that sensitivity analysis is very effective to 
Bayesian networks. Sensitivity analysis of Bayesian 
networks is extended to multiple parameters [10]. 
Renooij conducted a sensitivity analysis on dynamic 
Bayesian networks [11]. 

For a Bayesian networks with n nodes, the number of 
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possible edges is ( )1-nn . So intervened edge is difficult 
to select. Junction tree algorithm can reduce the 
complexity exponentially and not lose the joint 
probability[12]. As a result, Junction tree algorithm can 
be used to decompose Bayesian networks into cliques, 
then in the every clique Structural Intervention Learning 
can decrease the search range of intervention edge.  

We introduce a new active learning algorithm for 
causal Bayesian networks with Edge-based Interventions 
and sensitivity analysis. Our objective is to learn the 
causal Bayesian network structure that achieves the 
specified structure accuracy with a minimal number of 
interventions. We obtain original network structure based 
on k2 algorithm. Sensitivity analysis is used to select 
intervened edge in cliques which is produced by taking 
junction tree algorithm to decompose original networks 
structure. Causal Bayesian networks can be learned by 
Edge-based Interventions. We examine the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the proposed method on identifying 
causal relationships based on three benchmark Bayesian 
networks and compare our method with some other major 
methods. 

II.  CONSTRUCT AND DECOMPOSE ORIGINAL NETWORKS  

A.  K2 Algorithm 
K2 algorithm is a simple and efficient structure 

learning algorithm of Bayesian networks. The topological 
sequence of all variables is given at the beginning. K2 
algorithm uses a greedy search method to construct the 
network structure. First, it initializes each node's parent as 
an empty set. Second, it tests possible parent node start 
from the second node in the sequence and computes the 
scoring function (such as the BIC and the MDL or 
Bayesian score). It adds the node with the maximum 
score function to the parent node set. These steps are 
repeated until the searching of all the node parent is end 
or achieves maximum father node number. 

B.  Decompose Networks Based On The Correlation Of 
Variables 

Bayesian networks learning has a high time complexity 
and space complexity, it is difficult to learn the network 
structure effectively. It needs to decompose the Bayesian 
networks. The decomposability of Probabilistic graphical 
model and Junction tree algorithm can constitute cliques 
by variables which has strong correlation. The 
decomposability definition of the graph as follows[13]. 

Definition 1 (Moral graph): Moral graph refers to the 
graph that connects all the parent nodes which have 
common child with the non-directional edges. Operations 
of generating Moral graph called normalization. 

Definition 2 (Graph with chord): Graph with chord G 
refers to a directed graph, any of the ring with a length 
greater than 3 has chord. 

Definition 3 (Clique): Clique refers to the largest 
complete graph, the largest complete graph refers to all of 
the nodes in graph are connected. The complete graph in 
graph with chord which not be contained in other 
complete graphs is a clique. 

Definition 4 (Decomposability of Probabilistic 
graphical model): The Decomposition tree of 
graph ),( EVG  is a tuple ),( TSD = , }|{ CcXS c ∈= is 
the set of Node subsets. ),( FCT = is a tree, nodes in the 
tree are the elements in S and satisfy the following three 
conditions. 

(1) VXCc c =∈U . 
(2)Every edge Ewv ∈),(  has a subset 

SX c ∈ contains v and w. 
(3)For every node Vv∈ , the set of 

node }|{ cXvc ∈ constitutes a connected subtree of T.  
Definition 5 (Junction tree): A Junction tree is a tuple 

),( ΔΓ=T , Γ is the set of nodes in clique, two cliques in 
Γ are connected by clique nodes in Δ. For any pair of 
adjacent cliques, Δ∈Γ∈ kji SCC ,,  is a Split Clique 
between iC and jC . 

Junction tree algorithm is described as follows. 
(1) Generate Moral graph. Moral graph is the graph 

which turns the directed edges in Directed acyclic graph 
to undirected edges, shown in Fig. 1(a). A Moral graph is 
shown in Fig. 1(b). Curved edges in graph are new edges. 

(2) Triangulation of graph. For the ring which contains 
four and more nodes, a undirected edge is added to 
connect two non-adjacent nodes in ring. Fig. 1(c) is the 
result of the processing of the triangulation of Moral 
graph. The dotted line is the newly added edge. 

(3) Identify of cliques. To determine the clique node in 
Triangulation graph, it needs to merge the cliques which 
have relation and calculation the number of nodes in 
every clique. Each clique is a complete subgraph of 
undirected graph.  

For every clique Γ∈sC , sC  is the number of nodes 
in sC . For a given positive integer threshold T (3, 4 or 5, 
according to the actual situation). The clique which 
satisfies TCs ≥ and considers whether needs to merge the 
adjacent Cliques. In Fig. 1 (c) the number of cliques 
which contain more than 3 nodes ：

{ }8765421 X,X,X,X,X,XC = , { }4212 X,X,XC = , { }7323 X,X,XC = . 
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Fig.1 Clique formation 

 

Fig.2 Structural Intervention 
 

III.  STRUCTURAL INTERVENTION LEARNING 

Definition 6 (Structural intervention): Given a variable 
set V, S is subset of V. We have the following definition 
for a structural intervention SI  on a variable in S: 

(1)There is no common causal between SI  and any 
variable of V. There is no reason variable of SI  in V. 

(2)When kIS = , and 0≠K , SI  makes every 
variables of S independent of its causes. SI  determines 
the distribution of S, that is, in the factored joint 
distribution ( )VP ,  ( )( )SpaSP |  is replaced with 
( )kISP S =| , all other terms in the factored joint 

distribution are unchanged, in which ( )Spa  is the 
parents of S. 

The definition of structural intervention indicates that 
the causal structure can be manipulated, and all edges 
between variables that are subject to an intervention are 
removed. 

Given a causal Network ( )EVG ,= , and a 
variable VX ∈ , an intervention variable I is added to 
intervened variable X in G, represented by XI → . The 
value of intervened variable is in ( ){ }ixdoidle,  when the 
value of ix  is in the range of iX . Where idle  shows 

there is no intervention, ( )'ixdo  expresses that the 

intervened variable is forced to be '
ix . Intervention 

forces intervened variable to take a specific value, and 

destroys the normal casual relationship of intervened 
variable. The distribution of iX is conditional reflected 
by ipa . The probability distribution equation of 
intervened variable is equation (1) [14] and Fig. 2 shows 
that intervention manipulative process. 

Intervention of the single variable, Pearl proposed the 
do-calculus method to calculate the influence of 
intervention variables V. Let X,Y,Z be arbitrary disjoint 
sets of nodes in a causal graph G. We denote by XG  the 
graph obtained by deleting from G all arrows pointing to 
X .Likewise, we denote by XG the graph obtained by 
deleting from G all arrows emerging from nodes in X. To 
represent the deletion of both incoming and outgoing 
arrows, we use the notation ZXG . The expression 

( ) ( ) ( )xzPxzyPzxP ˆ|/ˆ|,,ˆ|y
Δ
=  stands for the probability 

of  yY =  given that X is held constant at x and that 
(under this condition) zZ = is observed. 
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The do-calculus rules: Let G be the directed acyclic 
graph associated with a causal model. Let ( ).P  stand for 
the probability distribution induced by that model. For 
any disjoint subsets of variables set X,Y,Z and W we 
have the following rules. 

(1) Insertion/deletion of the observations 

( ) ( ) ( )
XGWXZYwxyPwzxP ,|  if   ,ˆ|,,ˆ|y ⊥=     (2) 

(2) Action /observation exchange 

( ) ( ) ( )
ZXGWXZYwzxyPwzxyP ,|  if ,,ˆ|,ˆ,ˆ| ⊥=     (3) 

(3) Insertion/ deletion of actions 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )WZXGWXZYwxyPwzxyP ,|  if  ,ˆ|,ˆ,ˆ| ⊥=       (4) 

( )WZ  is the set of Z-nodes that are not ancestor of 
any W-node in XG . The do-calculus rules are 
complete[15], which was proved. Pearl took this rule to 
specify conditions for the identification of causality. The 
casual structure changes with the change of Joint 
probability distribution of variables. Once structure 
intervention may operates many variables by same way. 
In order to get the external influence of causal structure, 
structural intervention requirements distribution function 
of intervened variables can be determined by the 
intervention.  

IV. CHOOSING THE INTERVENTION EDGES BASED ON 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Choosing intervention edges randomly will lead to the 
uncertainty of choice, which affects the learning results. it 
is necessary to select the intervention edges under a 
certain standard. We can calculate the importance of each 
parameter by sensitivity analysis method [16]. The 
important edges are selected based on the importance of 
parameters, and the important edges are used for 
intervention edges. Since the parameters and edges are 
correspond to each other, such as ))(|( ii xpaxP .There 

is an edge between the node ix and its parents ( )ixpa , so 
we can analyze the importance of edges in clique by the 
importance of parameters.  

Definition 7 (Sensitivity function): Given the 
parameter ))(|( HpahHP i==θ , Where ih  is a value of 
a variable H, )(Hpa is the set of H’s parents. 

)|( eEbBP ==  represents the posterior probability 
when the value of E is e and the value of B is b, short 
for )|( ebP . The sensitivity of the θ for target probability 

)|( ebP  can be represented by sensitivity function 

( ) )(| θebPf . 
We have the following definition for Sensitivity 

function [17]. 

( )
( )( )
( )( ) σγθ

βαθ
θ
θθ

+
+

==
eP
ebPf ebP

,)(|      (5) 

σγβα ,,,  are constants in Eq. (5), ))(,( θebP  is the 
joint probability distribution of b and e about θ , ))(( θeP  
is the prior probability of e about θ . 

Definition 8 (Parameter sensitivity):For Bayesian 
networks, θ  is a probability parameter 

))(|( HpahP i=θ , y is the target probability ( )ebpy |= , 
e is a evidence added into the network. For partial 
derivative of θ  in Eq. (6).  

        ( ) ( )
θ

θ
∂

∂
=

eypeyS |,|          (6) 

According to the parameter sensitivity definition, we 
can determine what parameters is important in the 
network, the parameters with high sensitivity will 
influence the generating of target probability more. 

Definition 9 (Importance of Parameters): For Bayesian 
Networks, θ  is a probability parameter 

))(|( HpahP i=θ , y is the target probability ( )ebpy |= . 
The importance of parameters θ  is the average value of 
sensitivity where the y and e  have proper value. 

( ) ( ) ( )
∑ ∑

∂
∂

==
ey ey

eyp
rs

eyS
rs

I
, ,

|1,|1
θ

θθ     (7) 

Definition 10 (Importance of Edges): Given the nodes 
A and B in clique, )|( jiij bBaAp ===θ , ji ba ,  is the 
value of A and B.  m and n is the number of attribute 
value of A and B. The importance of edge AB →  as 
follows, 

( )∑ ∑=→
= =

m

j

n

i
ijI

mn
ABEI

1 1

1)( θ      (8) 

Where the )( ABEI →  represents the importance of 
AB → , ( )ijI θ  is the importance of  ( )BAP |  in 

clique. 
Intervened edges have are more importance in clique. 

The edge which has the most importance is defined in Eq. 
(9). 

( ))1(max

))((max)(

1 11

1
max

∑∑=

→=→

= ==

=

m

j

n

i
ij

N

k

N

k

I
mn

ABEIABEI

θ
   (9) 

Where n is the number of edges in clique (we do not 
consider the edge which added in the generating process). 

Based on the Parameter sensitivity, we can calculate 
the importance of every parameter in cliques by Eq. (7). 
Then calculate the importance of each edge by Eq. (8), 
We can discover the most important edge by Eq. (9), and 
take the most importance edge as the intervened edge in 
cliques. 

V. SILSA ALGORITHM 

Since the direction of edges in every clique has nothing 
to do with other cliques, each clique is the basic unit. 
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Given a clique, we can determine the importance of edge 
by sensitivity analysis on parameters in this clique. We 
can discover the direction and causal of edges by 
Edge-based Interventions when intervened edges are 
selected. 

A. Criteria For Edge Orientation 
One edge is chosen with certain criterion for an 

edge-based intervention, and the edge-based intervention 
determines whether there is a causal influence 
relationship from the parent node to the child node in the 
selected edge. We apply Koivisto’s exact method [18]to 
estimate the edge probabilities with the available data and 
topological constraints. The edges are predicted as the 
learned edges when their probabilities are greater than 0.5. 
This method utilized the fact that the order of the parents 
of a variable is irrelevant to the variable’s probability 
estimation, but the exact method can be applied to 
domains with a moderate number of variables.  

B.  Stop Criteria For Causal Structure Learning 
For every pair of variables, three possible situations 

between them are usually considered: an edge from A to 
B ( BA→  ), an edge from B to A ( AB →  ), or no edge 
between A and B ( BA ⊥  ). The probabilities of the 
edges given the available data D and domain knowledge 
K can be written as: 

( ) ( )
( )

∑=→
∈→ GEBA

KDGPKDBAP ,|,|     (10) 

where ( )KDGP ,|  is the probability of Bayesian 
networks G given the data D and 
domain knowledge K, and E(G) is the set of edges in 
Bayesian networks G.  

The edge entropy of structure BA→  is defined as 
follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )BApBApBApBAp

BApBApBAS

⊥⊥−←←
−→→−=Η

loglog
log,   (11) 

So the entropy of Bayesian networks G [19] can be 
written as: 

( ) ( )∑Η=Η
BA

SS BAG
,

,        (12) 

In an ideal condition, only one of the three conditions 
between variables A and B is with probability 1 and other 
two are with probability 0. The entropy between variables 
A and B will be 0. If all pairs of variables are ideal, the 
entropy of the real DAG will be 0. 

When to stop the learning process in Bayesian network 
learning for causal knowledge discovery in practice must 
be designed carefully. One way is to choose a fixed 
number of interventions as the stop criterion. The 
disadvantage of this approach is that there is no guarantee 
on the quality of the learned Bayesian network structure. 
In experiment we use average entropy of Bayesian 
networks and average Hamming distance as the stop 
criterion.  The ideal entropy and Hamming distance of 
the learned structure are 0. We give different threshold 

values of entropy and Hamming distance as the stop 
criteria. 

C. The Experiment Method 
The experiment setup is as follows: 
(1) Choose one Bayesian networks from the three 

Bayesian networks as the ground truth Bayesian networks. 
Sample an observational data set with n instances from 
the ground truth Bayesian network; 

(2) k2 algorithm is used to obtain original networks 
from observational data, Junction tree algorithm is used 
to discover cliques. 

(3) Sensitivity analysis is used to compute the 
importance of edges as intervened edges in all cliques.  

(4) Estimate the edge probabilities to predict the 
orientation of which selected from every clique. Perform 
random edge selection for intervention, or other learning 
algorithms. 

(5) Check the stop criterion. If the stop criterion is 
satisfied, stop. otherwise, Generate a set of new 
interventional data with m instances from the ground 
truth, combine the new data with the existing data as the 
new available data. return to step( 2). 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed method has been tested in experiments 
with the benchmark Bayesian networks. The three 
benchmark Bayesian networks are Asia network, car 
network and cancer network. Asia network is a 
Chest-clinic network which has 8 nodes (each with 2 
values) and 8 arcs. There are 5 variables in Cancer 
network and 12 variables in Car network. We conducted 
the simulations under MATLAB (version 7) with the 
support of two tools, one is Bayesian networks 
toolbox(BNT) [20]and the other is BDAGL[21].  

In this experiment, we compared the learned structure 
with the ground truth Bayesian networks. Two different 
situations are tested in our experiments which are the 
average hamming distance and the structure entropy of 
the learned Bayesian networks. Different numbers of 
interventions have been tested in our experiments. The 
maximal number of total interventional instances is set to 
2000 for Asia network, 300 for Cancer network and 1000 
for Car network. 

We generate data from benchmark Bayesian networks 
and carry through experiment through combining 
observational data and intervention data. 

For evaluate the accuracy we introduce sensitivity 
which is calculated in Reference [22]. Sensitivity is the 
number of correctly identified edges over the total 
number of edges. Table 1 shows the comparison of 
SILSA algorithm and the other two algorithms. 
GES(Greedy Equivalent Search) and TPDA[23]are 
effective Bayesian network structure learning methods 
deal with observational data at present. In Table 1 we 
showed that SILSA algorithm outperforms on average 
other two algorithms in terms of sensitivity 
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Fig.5  Relationship between the number of interventions and the 

average Hamming distance from the learned Bayesian network 
structure to the ground truth from car network when initial 

instances are set to 2000 

 
Fig.4  Relationship between the number of interventions and 

the average Hamming distance from the learned Bayesian 
network structure to the ground truth from car network when 

initial instances are set to 1000 

 
Fig.3  Relationship between the number of interventions and the 

average Hamming distance from the learned Bayesian network 
structure to the ground truth from car network when initial instances 

are set to 400 

TABLE I.   
RESULT ON DIFFERENT NUMBER OF ASIA DATA 

algorithm case 
number 

true 
edge 

reverse 
edge 

redundance 
edge 

lost 
edge 

sensitivity 

 
TPDA 

500 2 1 3 5 25% 

1000 3 1 3 4 37.5% 

2000 3 1 3 4 37.5% 
 
GES 

500 3 4 1 1 37.5% 
1000 6 2 1 0 75% 
2000 7 0 2 1 87.5% 

SILSA 
in paper 

500 7 1 0 1 87.5% 
1000 7 0 0 1 87.5% 
2000 8 0 0 0 100% 

  
Next we tried to learn back the car structure using 

different cases which contains observational samples and 
interventional samples and Compare with real network. 
In this experiment, we compared the learned structure 
with the ground truth Bayesian networks. The difference 
between the learned structure and the ground truth is 
measured with average Hamming distance. In Fig. 3, the 
lines represent the change of the average Hamming 
distance with the number of interventions. The initial 
instances to be collected are set to 400, the size of the 
interventional data in each active learning step increases 
40. Fig. 3 shows SILSA algorithm that we proposes in 
paper leads to Bayesian networks with the smallest 
average Hamming distance to the ground truth, as 
compared with other methods.  

Fig. 4 shows the changes of the average Hamming 
distance with the number of interventions when the initial 
instances are set to 1000, the size of the interventional 
data in each active learning step increases 100. Fig. 5 
shows the situation when the initial instances are set to 
2000 and the interventional data increases 200 in each 
step. With more interventional data, the average distance 
from the learned structure to the ground truth will be 
smaller. With 11 interventions, the average distance of 
SILSA algorithm is 0 in Fig.4. The average distance of 
SILSA algorithm reaches 0 with less interventions when 
the initial instances are 2000 in Fig.5. The variance of the 
Hamming distance from SILSA algorithm is the lowest, 
while the variances of the Hamming distances from GES 

and random intervention are high. 
Fig.6 shows that horizontal ordinate is the number of 

intervention and vertical coordinates is the average 
structural entropy compare real network with network 
study. The structure learned with   observational data 
has the highest entropy. The initial instances are set to 
300, the size of the interventional data in each active 
learning step increases 30. The entropy of Bayesian 
network structure learned with SILSA algorithm is 
minimum compare with others, it illustrates that SILSA 
algorithm is more effective. 
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Fig.6  Relationship between the number of  interventions 
and the structure entropy of the learned Bayesian network 

from Cancer network 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we presented a new algorithm for 
Bayesian network structure learning, called Structural 
Intervention Learning of Sensitivity Analysis (SILSA) 
algorithm. The algorithm combines ideas from 
intervention learning, sensitivity analysis, and junction 
tree method in a principled and effective way. It first 
learns the skeleton of a Bayesian network from 
observational data and then performs junction tree 
method to get clique, and orient the edges based on 
sensitivity analysis and intervention learning. 

Experiments show that SILSA algorithm can reach the 
required structure entropy and hamming distance with 
smaller number of interventions than random intervention, 
and much better than merely estimating the structure with 
observational data. The statistical test also shows that 
SILSA algorithm is an effective method for learning 
causal Bayesian network structure when initial instances 
are small. 
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